Abstract-There are several applications in information transfer and storage where the order of source letters is irrelevant at the destination. For these source-destination pairs, multiset communication rather than the more difficult task of sequence communication may be performed. In this work, we study universal multiset communication. For classes of countable-alphabet sources that meet Kieffer's condition for sequence communication, we present a scheme that universally achieves a rate of n + o(n) bits per multiset letter for multiset communication.
I. INTRODUCTION
When storing a collection of music in a portable media player, music files can be stored in any arbitrary order without causing change to the collection. The playlist (order permutation) is distinct from the songs themselves (value multiset), which are all that are usually needed. Similar to multimedia databases, the order invariance property also holds for databases of financial transactions, telephone records [1] , and scientific data. The permutation invariance also applies to human memory, where order does not affect recognition or recall performance [2] .
If a sample consists of independent observations from the same distribution, then associated minimum variance unbiased estimators are symmetric in the observations [3] . Therefore when coding for estimation, the multiset of observations (rather than the sequence of observations) is all that need be represented, cf. [4] . Moving beyond the point-to-point case, in distributed inference, particle-based [5] , [6] and kernelbased [7] , [8] representations of densities must often be communicated. As p(X) = E ' (x -xi) E S (x x-(i)) for any permutation 7w(.), the multiset of representation coefficients {xi} may be communicated rather than the sequence of these values (xi).
In previous work we looked at several source coding problems associated with the communication of multisets when the underlying source distribution is known [9] , [10] . Most other applications, however, the underlying distribution is not known. The underlying distribution to be estimated interacts with measurement noise to produce a composite source with unknown side information. Hence, we are also interested in what can be achieved universally and what cannot. In this short paper, first we review lossless coding results. Then we present some universal achievability results and also some results that show that there are no universal schemes that achieve arbitrarily small redundancy in a stronger sense that we define.
In addition to the standard uses of parentheses such as for arguments of functions, we also use parentheses and braces to distinguish between sequences and multisets. For the ordered sequence that is often denoted XI, we also write (Xi)n.
When these n symbols are taken as an unordered multiset, we write {X,}, I . In both cases, the limits 1 and n are sometimes omitted. We also use standard asymptotic notation such as o(.) and 0(.) [11] . All logarithms are binary.
II. LOSSLESS MULTISET CODING: KNOWN DISTRIBUTION
In a source sequence, the order information (permutation) and value information (multiset) can be separated as nonlinear transform coefficients. When the sequence is i.i.d., the order and value are independent [10] , [12] , seen either through informational manipulations or as a comsequence of Basu's theorem on sufficient statistics [13] . Since order information is irrelevant to multiset communication, we need not discuss it further; our problem reduces to compressing value information. For discrete alphabets, the only information that we are interested in preserving is the type class of the source sequence, also known variously as the histogram, the empirical distribution, and the composition class. A. Finite Alphabets Since a multiset of samples {xi} can be cast as a superletter drawn from an alphabet of multisets, the lossless block-tovariable source coding theorem [14] A, and a pattern, (Ti), where the dictionary specifies which letters from the countable alphabet have appeared and the pattern specifies the order in which these letters have appeared [18] . For a sequence (xi), dictionary entry 6k (from X) is the kth distinct letter in the sequence and pattern entry 4i (from E+) is the dictionary index of the ith letter in the sequence.
Note that the type of a pattern, denoted as {'ITi}, and the pattern of a multiset are the same. It can be seen that a multiset is determined by A and {'I'T}; the order of the pattern, J(I),
is not needed.
Based on [11] , we show that the entropy rate of a multiset generated by a discrete finite-entropy stationary process and the entropy rate of its pattern are equal. First note that the dictionary of a sequence and the dictionary of its associated multiset are the same; we use A to signify either one. Since {Xi} determines {Ti} and since given {Ti}, there is a oneto-one correspondence between {Xi} and A,
If we can show that H(Aj{Ti}) is o(n), then it will follow that the entropy rate of the multiset, H(X), is equal to the entropy rate of the pattern of the multiset
Noting the fact that the dictionary A is independent of the order of the pattern, J(I), we establish that
where the first step follows since the order and type of pattern determine the pattern, and the second step is due to independence. The result [11, Theorem 9] shows that for all discrete finite-entropy stationary processes, the asymptotic per- 
Computing the entropy rate of the multiset or equivalently of the pattern of the multiset can be difficult. See [19] and references therein for a discussion on computing the entropy of patterns; the entropy computation for patterns of multisets is closely related.
III. UNIVERSAL ACHIEVABILITY
In this section, we propose a source coding scheme that achieves some degree of compression for all members of a source class at the same time. We will not compare to the entropy bound, holding off detailed discussion of redundancy until Section IV.
Consider classes of countable-alphabet i.i.d. sources that meet Kieffer's condition for universal encodability for the sequence representation problem [20] , [21] . For these source classes, the redundancy for encoding (X,)n 1 is o(n). We formulate a universal scheme for the multiset representation problem and demonstrate an achievability result, making use of the dictionary-pattern decomposition.
As we saw in Section II, a multiset can be represented as the concatenation of the pattern of the multiset and the dictionary. Consider the rate requirements of these two parts separately. First, let us bound the rate that is required to represent the pattern of the multiset or the type of the pattern. We can make use of the fact that there are 2n-1 types of patterns.
This enumeration follows because the types are sequences of positive integers that sum to n. These can appear in any order, thus we are counting ordered partitions. It is well known that there are 2n-1 ordered partitions, which can be seen as determining arrangements of n -1 possible separations of n places. Thus known, we saw in Theorem 1 that H(A {4F'},n1) is o(n). It was shown in [18] , that there is an 0( n) upper bound on the pattern redundancy, independent of X . Since this is sublinear, the asymptotic per-letter redundancy in coding a class of sequences (Xi) n= from a countable alphabet coincides with the asymptotic per-letter redundancy in coding the dictionary given the pattern. Since we are considering a class that meets Kieffer's condition, we find the redundancy in coding the dictionary given the pattern is o(n). This also carries over to coding the dictionary given the pattern of the multiset, due to the independence between dictionary and order of pattern that we had promulgated in Section II. Since both H(A \{4f'} In1) and the redundancy in coding the dictionary given the pattern of the multiset are o(n), the total rate requirement for coding the dictionary given the pattern of the multiset is o(n).
Adding together the rate requirements for the two parts yields the following achievability theorem. Theorem 2: Consider any i.i.d. source class that is universally encodable, then the multiset {X}In 1 can be encoded with n + o(n) bits.
Proof: A representation consists of the concatenation of the type of pattern and the dictionary given the type of pattern. The first part requires n -1 bits. The second part requires o(n) bits. The total rate is then n + o(n).
U
The rate requirement is universally reduced from [0, ox) bits per multiset letter for the sequence problem to 1 for the multiset problem.
IV. UNATTAINABILITY OF ZERO REDUNDANCY
For finite alphabets, we showed that the entropy rate is zero for any source and that if we simply enumerate the type classes, this requires zero rate asymptotically per multiset letter. Hence such a universal scheme requires zero rate for any source. If we take a finer look at the asymptotic rate, normalizing by the logarithm of the multiset size rather than by the multiset size, we see that there is a distinction between zero and zero. In this section, we define new information and redundancy measures. We will find that zero-redundancy universal coding of multisets is not possible with respect to the class of memoryless multisets, using the more stringent redundancy requirement.
A. Log-Blocklength Normalized Information Measures
We formulate several definitions and extend the source coding theorems to these definitions. We define the logblocklength normalized entropy rate to be H(Zn~) Si(3) = lim 1 I) when the limit exists. The conditional entropy of a random vector Z{n given another random variable 9 is denoted H(Z{nt(i). The log-blocklength normalized conditional entropy rate is defined to be H (Zn~9) X(3 ) $2= lim (n) n--oo log(n) when the limit exists. The log-blocklength normalized information rate is defined to be 8(;) = lim IZ () n--~oo log(n) when the limit exists.
For a sequence of source codes n, the average codeword lengths are Cq,n ZPzz (zi Zn).Z (z)l( Zn)
Zn where £(.) is the length of the codeword assigned to the source realization zjn and Z is the source alphabet. Shannon's fixedto-variable source coding theorem [14] establishes that there exists a sequence of source codes that satisfy the following inequalities for all n:
H(Z{n) <C,n < H(Zn) + 1.
Dividing through by log(n) yields H(Z{n)
Ck,n H(Z{n) + 1 log(n) log(n) log(n) Taking the limit of large blocklength, we see that there is a sequence of source codes that achieve 55(3).
B. Log-Blocklength Normalized Redundancy Measures
We define the redundancy of a source code, ro,n, as the excess average codeword length that is required over the minimum H(Z{n): ro,n = Cn,-H(Z{n).
Finally, we define the log-blocklength normalized redundancy of a sequence of source codes to be li g (rn n--oo log(n) = lim C'n noo log(n) A = (t -Si(3).
5S(3)
By the manipulations of the source coding theorem that we had made previously, we know that there is a sequence of codes with X = 0. The code used to develop the upper bound in the source coding theorem, however, requires that pzn (Z: .....* Zn)
is known. Now we define performance measures for source coding for a class of source distributions, rather than just a single source distribution.
The definitions that we make parallel those of [22] . Suppose that the source distribution is chosen from a class that is parameterized by 9 C T. For each 0, there is a conditional distribution P(zn ¶ 0) = Pr [Zn = zn j 9 = 0].
The parameter 0 is fixed but unknown, when generating the source realization. Moreover, there may be a distribution on this parameter, p®,(0). Let JN be the set of all uniquely decipherable codes of length n. Then, the average log-blocklength normalized redundancy of a code Xp C ' for the class of If L*(p®) = 0, then a sequence of codes that achieve the limit are called weighted log-blocklength normalized universal. Now let T be the set of all probability distributions defined on the alphabet T. Then the nth order maximin log-blocklength normalized redundancy of T is L= sup 1 (qe). Proof: Minor modification of [22, Theorem 1] . U Armed with definitions and relations among several notions of log-blocklength normalized universality, we now study when it is possible to achieve universality. We give a theorem that gives a necessary and sufficient condition on the existence of weighted log-blocklength normalized universal codes. Proof: Minor modification of [22, Theorem 2] . U Theorem 4 can be extended to conditions for minimax and maximin log-blocklength normalized universality and also can be strengthened by suitable modification of theorems in [23] , [24] .
D. Class of Memoryless Multisets
Consider the class of memoryless, binary multisets. The parameter 0 is the Bernoulli trial parameter. Now suppose that there is a distribution over the parameter space qe (0) C T that is uniform over [O, 1] . This e see that the richness of a class of sources as sequences is the same as the richness of that class as multisets.
Let us also comment that in the deterministic case of individual multisets, rather than the probabilistic classes of sources that we have been considering, the same non-achievability result applies. This follows from the arguments summarized in [26] .
V. CONCLUSION
Motivated by applications in distributed inference and elsewhere, we have investigated universal lossless source coding of multisets. We have established that a rate of no more than n+o(n) bits per multiset letter is needed to represent multisets from members of classes that meet Kieffer's condition. We also saw, however, that when normalized by the logarithm of the multiset size, the redundancy cannot be made zero. An intuitive and reasonably rigorous interpretation is that there are no sufficient statistics for the class parameter that are of negligible (in the log-blocklength normalized sense) rate.
